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SONOSAX will be present at the NAB
After several years of absences we are very pleased to be again present at the next NAB show in
Las Vegas - April 18 to 21. You are more than welcome to visit us on our booth C5047.
We will present our full range of products such as the SX-ST and SX-ES84 mixing console, SX-M32
field mixer, SX62R mixer-recorder and of course our new SONOSAX + series:

SONOSAX SX-R4+

multi-channel portable audio recorder, since its launch about 6 months ago
the SX-R4+ encounter a great success; it offers not only superior sonic
performances but also a very intuitive user interface. A close collaboration
with several sound engineers helps us in developing all the features required
nowadays for on location recording.

SONOSAX SX-AD8+ 8 channel portable microphone preamplifier, made with the same preamplifier
and A/D converters as on the SX-R4+; the SX-AD8+ offers outstanding sonic
performances and an overall dynamic range of 135dB.
Equipped with four AES digital outputs as standard, analogue outputs on
XLR5 or audio over Ethernet will be available as option. The SX-AD8+ can
be used either as companion to the SX-R4+ or as stand alone to add very
high quality mic-pre to any equipment providing AES inputs.

SONOSAX RC8+

a dedicated Front Panel for the SX-R4+ providing 8 rotary faders with
function switch to extend mixing facilities in the field. The SX-RC8+ provides
4x TA3 connectors used as AES breakout box for the multi-pin AES input
connector on the SX-R4+, allowing easy connection of AES sources such as
digital wireless receivers, and 5x Hirose 4pin for power distribution. It also
offers and additional phone output and a Slate/Com microphone.
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SONOSAX SX-R4+ firmware 2.1 is released
The firmware version 2.1 for the SX-R4+ has just been released and can be downloaded from our
website on the "Support" page. This version offers numbers of new functionalities and improvements.
An up dated manual is also available as pdf file and also as "html on line manual".
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AND THE WINNERS ARE…

Césars 2016
Academy Awards
CONGRATULATIONS TO
François Musy and Gabriel Hafner
awarded for Best Sound
on Xavier Giannoli's movie
"Marguerite"

and thank you to François and Gabriel for using the SONOSAX SX-ST8/R for sound recording of
dialogues and music !!
Loyal SONOSAX users since the early hours, François and Gabriel have cumulate an impressive
list of productions in their respective CV and have been awarded many times along their career.
Partner at NosSonMix in Rolle they masteries all aspects of sound for movies; on location
recording, editing, post-production and final mixes have no secret for them, and this not only in its
technical aspect, but also in a constant concern that their works support the essence of the film.
More at: http://www.nossonmix.com
Prize-winner interview after the ceremony: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLqmrrrBLe8

OSCARS 2016
88th Academy Award
CONGRATULATIONS TO
Leonardo DiCaprio
awarded best leading actor
in Alejandro González Iñárritu movie
"The Revennant"

This reminds us of the famous Titanic, whose sound had been made with a SONOSAX SX-S
console by sound engineer Mark Ulano; a film that helped us winning the 1994 Academy Award
for Best Technical Achievement for our SONOSAX SX-S mixing console.
Special thanks to Leonardo DiCaprio for his fantastic and so lucid speech about ecology and
sustainability on our planet; it is wise listening to the end.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOoP56eXtzM
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